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The valley of the emerald River Soča, deeply
cut between steep slopes, is enchanting and
inviting. Its upper part is also known for the
Isonzo Front – the area of one of the greatest
mountain warfare in human history.
The Kobarid Museum offers its visitors a
special re-experience of the time when the
maelstrom of the Great War raged in this
area. The Museum is known for its highly
sensitive method of presenting through
personal narratives of the protagonists of
the Isonzo Front the places, events and
people who marked the Front.
You are kindly invited to find out why the
Twelfth Isonzo Battle was so special that it rose to worldwide historical fame. Ever more
numerous visitors from all over the world keep coming to learn about the story of the
so-called ‘Miracle of Kobarid’. Since 1990, the Museum has been the central point for
the presentation of the Isonzo Front heritage and belongs to the most visited museums
in Slovenia. Originally a private collection, the Kobarid Museum developed into a
representational collection and was awarded the Council of Europe Museum Prize and
was nominated for the European Museum of the Year Award.
The mission of the Museum with its permanent collection, temporary exhibitions and
narrations is to communicate a clear warning against the crimes and madness of war
which finally results merely in producing victims. The mission of the Museum is to spread
the message of peace! Like the valley of the Soča, the Kobarid Museum will also take your
breath away. It is certainly worth seeing.

Welcome every day!
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The Kobarid Museum
World War One Museum

Information and contact
Kobariški muzej, Gregorčičeva 10, SI-5222 Kobarid
Phone: + 386 (0) 5 389 0000
GSM: + 386 (0) 41 714 072
E-mail: info@kobariski-muzej.si
www.kobariski-muzej.si
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Kobarid, the Julian Alps, Slovenia

The Kobarid Museum
offer

guided tours of the Museum in Slovenian,
Italian, German, English, French, Spanish,
Croatian, and Serbian languages;
guided tours outside: the Kobarid history
trail, Kolovrat outdoor museum, remains of
the Isonzo Front in the high mountains;
museum shop with a rich offer of literature
on the Great War and souvenirs.

Extra offer

from the spring of 2019:
exclusive guidance through a
half-day programme ‘An Isonzo
Front soldier’s account’, including
visits to the Kobarid Museum,
Kolovrat outdoor museum, and the
museum of cheese-making with
shepherd’s snack at Planika Dairy.

Special attractions
of the Kobarid Museum

permanent collection illustrating mountain
warfare in the Julian Alps from 1915 to 1917;
20-minute presentation film in 11 languages;
model of the Upper Soča Region with digital
presentation of the breakthrough at Kobarid;
reconstruction of a cave with a sound record
of a letter by a soldier to his father;
temporary exhibitions.

